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DANCING
ON THE
FLOOR

Door stoppers are the start of a new dance 
for Viefe. Their addition helps us to widen 
our range of accessories and explore a part 
of the world of decorative surroundings 
which we hadn’t yet discovered: floors for all 
types of surroundings. Our objective is to fill 
them with design and enhance their image 
taking it to the next level.

Our door stoppers set physical limits, 
but not creative limits. They protect and 
surprise. They add style whilst helping to 
avoid banging doors. Created to be seen, 
they make floors become part of the design 
in tune with the rest of the space. They are 
characterized by their resilience. They can be 
differentiated by their shapes. And they can 
be defined by their creativity.

Creativity without limits
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ARPA
WALL

The design of the Arpa Wall door 
stoppers, created by Viefe Studio, is 
heavily influenced by the first globally 
recognized decorative style: the 
artistic and architectural movement 
known as Art Déco, established in 
the 20th century in the 1920’s and 
based on geometric shapes, made 
with industrial materials. Despite its 
design being a throwback to history, 
it continues to be one of the most 
widely acclaimed styles in current 
decorative trends.

Functional 
geometry
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Model Nº: 8013 

Material: ALUMINIUM

Designer: VIEFE STUDIO

Finishes:
BRUSHED DARK BRASS
RUSTIC BRASS
STAINLESS STEEL LOOK
BRUSHED BLACK

Diameter: 50 mm / Length: 100 mm

Fixation with screw or adhesive 

Far from being a conventional door 
stopper, Arpa Wall is installed onto the 
wall in the area where the door makes 
contact, providing a smooth and resistant 
surface to cushion the impact.

Elegant and lasting, this aluminum door stopper is the 
perfect choice to add style and provide protection for 
both doors and walls.

Rustic brass

Brushed black

Brushed dark brass

Stainless steel look

Technical info on page 34
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In line with
recent trends 

The straight lined and symmetric 
aesthetic of the Arpa series 
is influenced by the Art Déco 
style which made a significant 
breakthrough in the second 
decade of the twentieth century 
and which has come back into 
fashion nowadays. Viefe Studio 
has based its design on the 
geometry, the elegance, the 
use of industrial materials and 
metallic finishes characteristic of 
this artistic movement, in order 
to create the elegant Arpa door 
stoppers.

ARPA
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Model Nº: 8011 

Material:

ALUMINIUM

Designer:

VIEFE STUDIO

Finishes:
BRUSHED DARK BRASS
STAINLESS STEEL LOOK
BRUSHED BLACK
RUSTIC BRASS

Diameter: 45 mm

Height: 30 mm

Fixation with screw or 

adhesive

Easy installed, elegant and long-lasting, the Arpa aluminum 
door stopper is the perfect choice for adding style and 
providing protection for both doors and walls. The version 
of the Arpa wall door stopper is also available and can be 
combined with different products from the same range 
(handles, knobs and wall hooks).  

Brushed dark brass

Stainless steel look

Rustic brass

Brushed black

Technical info on page  34
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PUK
Artistic circles

The reinterpretation of Yayoi Kusama’s 
iconic circles by Kaschkasch when creating 
the Puk door stopper is a demonstration 
of how art and design can find synergy 
to create unique pieces. In this case, 
the German design studio has captured 
the essence of Kusama’s work which is 
characterized by the use of repetitive 
patterns of spots and circles. Puk takes 
the functionality of door stops to a new 
dimension.
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Model Nº: 8002 

Material: WOOD

Designer: KASCHKASCH

Finishes: OAK
WALNUT 
ASH MATT BLACK LACQUERED 

Diameter: 65 mm

Height: 23 mm

Fixation with adhesive 

Puk is a piece of decoration in itself. 
With its ability to be fitted to all types 
of floors by the use of an adhesive, it 
is an easy option and really practical 
to install.

The Puk door stopper boasts the use of a 
rubber suspension mechanism which reduces 
the sound made when closing the door. 
In addition, as it is made using an organic 
material, in this case wood, this allows you to 
create interesting visual effects in any type of 
space.
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Model Nº: 8003 

Material: ALUMINIUM

Designer: KASCHKASCH

Finishes: LAVA GREY

BRUSHED BRASS CAVA 

Diameter: 47.1 mm

Height: 46.6 mm

Fixation with screw

A sporty and 
modern design

Inspired by all-terrain buggies 
and their capacity for adaptation 
and resistance, the German studio 
Kaschkasch has created the 
Buggy door stopper. With its curvy 
aerodynamic design, Buggy presents 
a modern and sporty look capable 
of withstanding the strongest of 
impacts and also being resistant to 
the passing of time.

Technical info on page 35
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LOW
A resounding 
homage to DJ 
culture 

Vinyl discs and CDs have seen 
the birth of new genres and the 
growth of numerous DJs who have 
influenced the music scene for 
decades. Inspired by the circular 
plates on the mixing desks, the 
designer Hector Diego has created 
the Low door stop which pays 
homage to the impact of DJ culture 
and the creative arts.
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Model Nº:

8007 

Material:

ALUMINIUM

Designer:

HECTOR DIEGO

The flat circular shape of the Low door stop means it is 
totally discreet, but capable of making a difference to any 
type of space.

Finishes:

BRUSHED BRASS CAVA

LAVA GREY

Diameter: 48 mm / 68 mm 

Height: 17 mm

Fixation with screw or adhesive

The anti-collision black elastic band 
protects against strong impacts.
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Maintaining its minimalist industrial 
identity, Viefe Studio has been inspired 
by the mesh and architectural structures 
which distinguish the large foundries, 
such as those in San Francisco, to create 
the Graf door stopper. 

Elegant industrial 
minimalism 
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Model Nº: 8009   

Material: ALUMINIUM

Designer: VIEFE STUDIO

Finishes: STAINLESS STEEL LOOK
BRUSHED BLACK 
BRUSHED DARK BRASS 

Diameter: 27 mm

Height: 28 mm

Fixation with screw

The Graf door stopper can be 
combined with knobs, handles and 
wall hooks from the same line in 
order to achieve a surrounding with 
a harmonious image through the use 
of details.

Its simple and elegant design means it can 
adapt to any type of decoration, giving a 
longer life to doors and walls by preventing any 
type of strong impact.
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VIEFE
SERIES

better together

Our decorative accessories for example. This is 
where the origins of the Viefe series comes from 
which encompasses products from all our lines 
under the same design: knobs, handles, wall 
hooks and door stoppers. We create them 
thinking about integrated design projects which 
seek to create a harmonious atmosphere using 
accessories with a common style.

There are things which 
work better together

Each Viefe series brings a singular 
concept to its space.

The Arpa handles are accessories 
with an industrial aesthetic which 

add character to furniture and their 
surroundings.

The Arpa wall hooks allow you to 
create sophisticated compositions on 
any type of wall.
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The dark tones of the new rustic brass 
finish are inspired by the sobriety and 
forcefulness of antique brass objects 
and are characterized by their antique 
look which suggests a certain feeling 
of nostalgia for the past. The rustic 
brass finish is an interesting option to 
add singularity to any type of modern 
environment as it acts as a vintage 
counterpoint.

A rustic brass 
finish, the vintage 
counterpoint 

Modernity, versatility and elegance 
are the characteristics which make 
the accessories from the Arpa 
series ideal for interiors which seek 
exclusivity as regards the types of 
finishes used and excellence in their 
quality.
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The unique personality of the Graf series allows you 
to transform furniture adding sophistication and an 
industrial touch. All of the Graf accessories have a 
surface with a mesh design which, as well as having a 
highly aesthetic feel, guarantees a better grip.
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8013 8003

8011 8007

8002 8009

ARPA WALL BUGGY

ARPA LOW

PUK GRAF

L24 L291 L30 L623
Ø HStainless steel look Brushed dark brass Brushed black Rustic brass

8013103L24 8013103L291 8013103L30 8013103L623 50 100 1 12

L618 LM27
Ø HBrushed brass cava Lava grey 

8003047L618 8003047LM27 47.1 46.6 1 12

L24 L291 L30 L623
Ø HStainless steel look Brushed dark brass Brushed black Rustic brass

8011045L24 8011045L291 8011045L30 8011045L623 45 30 1 12

W16 W17 WM2
Ø HOak Walnut Ash matt black lacquered

8002065W16 8002065W17 8002065WM2 65 23 - 12

L24 L291 L30
Ø HStainless steel look Brushed dark brass Brushed black

8009027L24 8009027L291 8009027L30 27 28 1 12

L618 LM27
Ø HBrushed brass cava Lava grey 

8007048L618 8007048LM27 48 17 1 12
8007068L618 8007068LM27 68 17 1 12

50 100

45

30

Fixation with screw or adhesive Fixation with screw

Fixation with screw or adhesive Fixation with screw or adhesive

Fixation with adhesive Fixation with screw

23

65

46.6

47
.1

Ø

17

27

28

Designer: Viefe Studio Designer: Kaschkasch

Designer: Viefe Studio Designer: Hector Diego

Designer: Kaschkasch Designer: Viefe Studio

ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM

WOOD ALUMINIUM
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up your 
space


